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2XENON Collaboration

•170 scientists, 27institutions, and 11 countries


•Nagoya, Kobe, and Tokyo groups from Japan


•Our contributions: LXe purification, NeutronVeto, and Analysis



3XENON and DARWIM Program

8.6 ton



4Liquid Xenon Time Projection Chamber

(S2/S1)γ,e (ER)  >  (S2/S1)WIMP, neutron (NR)

•LXe/GXe at -100 ℃ 


•Z-position from electron drift time: Δt (s1, s2 ) 


•X-Y position from S2 hit pattern in the top PMT array 


•Particle ID based on S2/S1:

S1 S2
S2 hit-pattern (top)

~100 ns O(1-10) μs



5Particle Discrimination

•Neutron


•WIMPs, coherent neutrino scattering


→ a few events / ton / year 

•Pb214, Kr85, solar pp-neutrino,  etc


•Axion, ALPs, dark-photon


→ O(10-100) events/ton/year/keVee

PID helps to discriminate NRs from lots of ERs search for excess above well-known ER BGs

Nuclear Recoil (NR) Electric Recoil (ER)

Phys. Rev. Lett. 121, 111302



6XENON1T WIMP Results

Figure from Tongyan Lin, 

TASI lectures on DM models and direct detection, arXiv:1904.07915 


• The most promising DM candidate is thermal DM with weak charge


•  XENON1T is currently leading the searches both in low & high mass 
regions, but no evidences 
→See Michelle’s talk for Migdal search 

•  Other DM candidates? 10-55 g and 1040 g: 100 orders of magnitude 
in mass…


• Performed dedicated searches based on so called “S2-only” and 
“single-electron” analysis for low mass DM.

Phys. Rev. Lett. 121, 111302,  Phys. Rev. Lett. 123, 241803,  Phys. Rev. Lett. 126, 091301



7XENON1T: S2-only Analysis 4

as high-energy events cause a temporary and localized
enhancement in single-electron emission [22], we utilize a
combined p-value cut [23] against events close in time or
reconstructed position to recent high-energy events, with
80% e�ciency, as determined with S1-tagged cathode
events and shown in purple in Figure 2. This last cut
only helps against the single-electron pileup background,
so we apply it only for S2 < 200 PE.

We exclude events in which the S2 waveform is distorted
by a merged S1, with ⇠95% e�ciency, as determined with
220Rn [24] and neutron generator data. To remove double
scatters, we apply the same cut to events with substantial
secondary S2s as in [5, 15], with 99.5% e�ciency.

Finally, we apply two cuts specifically to events with S1s.
Events whose drift time indicates a z outside [�95, �7] cm
are removed, to exclude events high in the detector and
S1-tagged cathode events. We assume no signal or back-
ground events are produced outside this z region. Our
assumption is conservative because this is a limit-only
analysis. We also remove events with a very large S1
(> 200 PE), with negligible e�ciency loss.

Detector response.—We compute XENON1T’s response
to ERs and NRs in the same two-dimensional (S2, z)
space used for the e�ciencies and project the model after
applying e�ciencies onto S2 for comparison with data.
We use the best-fit detector response model from [21],
but we assume in our signal and background models that
NRs below 0.7 keV and ERs below 186 eV (⇠12 produced
electrons) are undetectable, as the LXe charge yield Qy

has never been measured below these energies. Even
without these cuto↵s, the low-energy Qy from [21] is lower
than that favored by other LXe measurements [11, 12]
and models [25]. Thus, our results should be considered
conservative.

While a complete model of backgrounds in the S2-only
channel is unavailable, we can quantify three compo-
nents of the background, illustrated in Figures 3 and
4. First, the ER background from high Q-value �
decays, primarily 214Pb (Q = 1.02 MeV) [21], is flat
in our energy range of interest. We use a rate of
0.142 events/(tonne ⇥ day ⇥ keV), a conservative lower
bound derived from < 210 keV data. Second, coherent
nuclear scattering of 8B solar neutrinos (CEvNS), shown
in red in Figure 3, should produce a background nearly
identical to a 6 GeV/c2, 4 ⇥ 10�45 cm2 spin-independent
(SI) NR DM signal [26, 27]. We expect 2.0 ± 0.3 CEvNS
events inside the 6 GeV/c2 SI NR ROI. Third, we see
events from � decays on the cathode wires. Su�ciently
low-energy cathode events lack S1s. We derive a lower
bound on this background using the ratio of events with
and without S1s measured in a high-S2, high width con-
trol region where cathode events are dominant. This
procedure is detailed in the supplement.

Figure 4 compares the observed events to our nominal
signal and background models. For S2 & 300 PE (⇠
0.3 keVee), we observe rates well below 1/(tonne ⇥ day ⇥
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FIG. 4. Distribution of events that pass all cuts (black dots);
error bars show statistical uncertainties (1� Poisson). The
thick black line shows the predetermined summed background
model, below which its three components are indicated, with
colors as in Fig. 3. The lightly shaded orange (purple) his-
togram, stacked on the total background, shows the signal
model for 4GeV/c2 (20GeV/c2) SI DM models excluded at
exactly 90% confidence level. The arrows show the ROIs
for these analyses, and the dashed line the S2 threshold, as
in Figures 2-3. All rates are shown relative to the e↵ective
remaining exposure after selections. The top x-axis shows
the mean expected energy of events after cuts for a flat ER
spectrum if there were no Qy cuto↵.

keVee), more than one thousand times lower than previous
S2-only analyses [14, 45]. Below 150 PE, the rate rises
quickly, likely due to unmodeled backgrounds.

DM models.— We constrain several DM models, us-
ing [28] to compute the energy spectra. First, we con-
sider spin-independent (SI) and spin-dependent (SD) DM-
nucleus scattering with the same astrophysical (v0, vesc,
etc...) and particle physics models (form factors, struc-
ture functions) as [5, 6]. For SD scattering, we con-
sider the neutron-only (to first order) coupling specifically.
If the DM-matter interaction is mediated by a (scalar)
particle of mass m�, the di↵erential rate has a factor
m�

4/(m�
2 + q2/c2)2, with q =

p
2mNER the momen-

tum transfer, ER the recoil energy, and mN the nuclear
mass [29–31]. Usually, this factor is considered to be ⇠1,
corresponding to m� & 100 MeV/c2. We also consider
the SI light-mediator (SI-LM) limit, m� ⌧ q/c ⇡ 10�3m�

(for m� ⌧ mN ), in which the di↵erential event rate for
DM-nucleus scattering scales with m4

�.

Second, light DM could be detected from its scatter-
ing o↵ bound electrons. We follow [32] to calculate the
DM-electron scattering rates, using the ionization form
factors from [33], the detector response model as above
(from [21]), and dark matter form factor 1. Relativistic
calculations [34] predict 2 � 10⇥ larger rates (for � 5
produced electrons), and thus our results should be con-
sidered conservative. As previous DM-electron scattering
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FIG. 5. The 90% confidence level upper limits (black lines with gray shading above) on DM-matter scattering for the models
discussed in the text, with the dark matter mass m� on the horizontal axes. We show other results from XENON1T in blue [5, 6],
LUX in orange [39–42], PandaX-II in magenta [31, 43, 44], DarkSide-50 in green [36, 45, 46], XENON100 in turquoise [14, 47],
EDELWEISS-III [48] in maroon, and other constraints [32, 49–51] in purple. Dotted lines in panels A-C show our limits when
assuming the Qy from NEST v2.0.1 [53] cut o↵ below 0.3 keV. The dashed line in panel D shows the limit without considering
signals with < 12 produced electrons; the solid line can be compared to the constraints from [32, 36] shown in the same panel, the
dashed line to our results on other DM models, which use the Qy cuto↵s described in the text. The limits jump at 17.5GeV/c2

in panel A (and similarly elsewhere) because the observed count changes from 10 to 3 events in the ROIs left and right of the
jump, respectively.

results [32, 35, 36] did not use a Qy cuto↵, we derive
constraints with and without signals below 12 produced
electrons (equivalent to our Qy cuto↵) to ease comparison.

Third, bosonic DM candidates, such as dark photons
and axion-like particles (ALPs), can be absorbed by xenon
atoms, analogous to photons in the photoelectric e↵ect.
The result is a monoenergetic ER signal at E� = m�c2,

with rates of


4 ⇥ 1023 keV · 2/E�

1.3 ⇥ 1019 keV�1 · gae
2E�

�
�pe

A
kg�1day�1,

where the top row corresponds to dark photons [37] and
the bottom to ALPs [38]. Here �pe is xenon’s photoelec-
tric cross-section at E� in barn, A xenon’s mean atomic
mass number,  the dark photon-photon kinetic mixing
parameter, and gae the axioelectric coupling constant.
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FIG. 5. The 90% confidence level upper limits (black lines with gray shading above) on DM-matter scattering for the models
discussed in the text, with the dark matter mass m� on the horizontal axes. We show other results from XENON1T in blue [5, 6],
LUX in orange [39–42], PandaX-II in magenta [31, 43, 44], DarkSide-50 in green [36, 45, 46], XENON100 in turquoise [14, 47],
EDELWEISS-III [48] in maroon, and other constraints [32, 49–51] in purple. Dotted lines in panels A-C show our limits when
assuming the Qy from NEST v2.0.1 [53] cut o↵ below 0.3 keV. The dashed line in panel D shows the limit without considering
signals with < 12 produced electrons; the solid line can be compared to the constraints from [32, 36] shown in the same panel, the
dashed line to our results on other DM models, which use the Qy cuto↵s described in the text. The limits jump at 17.5GeV/c2
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results [32, 35, 36] did not use a Qy cuto↵, we derive
constraints with and without signals below 12 produced
electrons (equivalent to our Qy cuto↵) to ease comparison.

Third, bosonic DM candidates, such as dark photons
and axion-like particles (ALPs), can be absorbed by xenon
atoms, analogous to photons in the photoelectric e↵ect.
The result is a monoenergetic ER signal at E� = m�c2,

with rates of


4 ⇥ 1023 keV · 2/E�

1.3 ⇥ 1019 keV�1 · gae
2E�

�
�pe

A
kg�1day�1,

where the top row corresponds to dark photons [37] and
the bottom to ALPs [38]. Here �pe is xenon’s photoelec-
tric cross-section at E� in barn, A xenon’s mean atomic
mass number,  the dark photon-photon kinetic mixing
parameter, and gae the axioelectric coupling constant.

•single photon detection eff. ~ 10% 
<-> single electron: 90-100%


•Without S1 signals (= S2-only), we can improve 
reconstruction eff. for low mass DM.


•However, no complete BG models are available


•New limits on several BSM models: ALPs, dark-photon, 
DM-e scattering

22 tonne-days


Phys. Rev. Lett. 123, 251801



8XENON1T: Single-Electron Analysis 11

FIG. 11. The distribution of events that pass all selections are
shown in gray in the top panel. The boundaries of the 1, 2 and
3-5 electron search regions and the associated exposures are
also indicated. The expected signal produced through DM-
electron scattering via a heavy mediator for DM with mass 5
(35) MeV/c2 is shown in orange (green). The final event rate,
in 1 electron (28 PE) wide bins, are shown in the bottom panel
for this work in gray. The event rates below 150 PE from [11]
are shown in blue. Bars indicate the measured event rate and
error bars indicate Poisson 90% confidence level upper limit
on the rates.

After applying all selections and unblinding the data,
the final exposure in the [1, 2, 3-5] electrons bins is [1.76,
12.7, 30.8] kg⇥days. The final event rates are shown in
Figure 11 along with the rates from [11] with an exposure
of 22 tonne⇥days.

V. DETECTOR RESPONSE

Ionization electrons can be produced through light DM
particles scattering o↵ the electron cloud of a xenon
atom [31], resulting in ionization of nearby atoms as the
electron slows down in the LXe medium. These ioniza-
tion electrons are drifted to the liquid-gas interface and
are extracted into the GXe, where they emit secondary
scintillation light with the same spectrum of the few-
electron signals examined in Section III. In order to eval-
uate the expected rate of events from a specific recoil
spectrum dR/dEr, we use the following model, account-
ing for the detector response and reconstruction e↵ects:

R(S2, z) = "(S2)⇥
1X

ne=1

NX

k=0

Z
dEr

dR

dEr
Binom(k|N ; pqe)

⇥ Binom
⇣
ne|k; ✏ext ⇥ e

(�z/⌧e⇥vd)
⌘

⇥Normal(S2|µS2,�S2)
(2)

where "(S2) is the combined selection e�ciency shown
in Figure 10 and ne is the number of electrons extracted
into the GXe. Here, integer N = ErQy ionization or
excitation quanta will be created from an ER of en-
ergy Er, where Qy is the energy-dependent charge yield.
From these quanta, k will be observed as electrons, with
probability pqe = (1 � hri)/(1 + hNex/Nii), a function
of the ER mean recombination fraction hri and of the
exciton-to-ion ratio hNex/Nii. The depth at which an
ionization electron is created is given by z, while ⌧e is
the electron lifetime and vd is the electron drift veloc-
ity. The average value of the extraction e�ciency is de-
noted by ✏ext. Finally, the secondary scintillation light
produced by an electron extracted into the GXe is mod-
eled as a Gaussian with mean µ = neG(1 + �S2) and
� =

p
ne�G2 + (µ��S2)2. Here G and �G are the sec-

ondary scintillation gain and its spread.
The value of the aforementioned quantities are taken

to be those reported in [30] apart from the value of
G which is taken to be (28.8±0.1) PE, and �G which
is (7.13±0.04) PE. This value is lower than in [30] as
the small, few-electron signals studied here are not af-
fected by PMT after-pulsing which tends to positively
bias larger S2 signals. We also account for the soft-
ware bias between the number of reconstructed photo-
electrons and the expected number of detected photo-
electrons. This reconstruction bias, �S2, and its spread,
��S2, are estimated as functions of S2 via waveform sim-
ulations [27].
The charge yield is defined as Qy = pqe/W . We as-

sume W=13.8 eV in this work, though recent measure-
ments have suggested a value of 11.5 eV [32, 33] for the
average energy required to produce an excitation quanta
in xenon. Using the lower value would increase the ex-
pected signal rate in our ROI by a maximum value of
4%. As the higher value is consistent with previously
published limits on light DM and results in more conser-
vative limits, we do not update the value of W in this
work.
In this analysis we use the modified Thomas-Imel box

model [5, 34] to describe the recombination fraction hri.
For the nominal values of the model, we use the median
of the posterior obtained from the best fit of the model
to the XENON1T ER calibration data using a Bayesian
simultaneous fit (BBF) framework [30]. The ER low en-
ergy calibration was performed using a 220Rn source, ex-
ploiting the �-decay of its 212Pb progeny to the ground
state of 212Bi [35]. The detection e�ciency of 212Pb de-
cays drops o↵ below 1.6 keV ER equivalent if one relies

14

FIG. 14. The 90% confidence level upper limits on electric
dipole (top), anapole (middle), and magnetic dipole (bottom)
interactions (dark blue) as function of DM mass m�. For
comparison, we show limits calculated (gray) in Ref. [55] using
data from XENON10 [12] (dashed), XENON1T S2-only [11]
(dot-dashed) and DarkSide-50 [56] (dotted).

We report our limits assuming that ionized electrons are
always produced from the lowest electron shell for which
the mass of the DM particle exceeds the binding energy
of that specific shell. This approach is more conservative
than that adopted in Ref. [39], where the ionized electron
is assumed to always originate from the outer most 5p
electron shell. A complete analysis would require a care-
ful treatment of the di↵erential ionization rate for each
shell. In order to compare directly to previous results,
and to provide an estimate of the systematic uncertainty
stemming from the unknown di↵erential ionization rate,
we also report our limit calculated under the less con-
servative assumption used in Ref. [39], where the uncer-
tainty between the two assumptions is covered as a blue
shaded region in Figure 15. Additionally limits from di-
rect experimental results are shown in solid lines, and
calculated limits in gray lines. In both cases, we probe
lower mass ranges than previous XENON1T results, and

FIG. 15. The 90% confidence level upper limits on bosonic
DM (dark blue) via dark photons (top) and ALPs (bottom),
as function of DM mass mA. The blue shaded band indicates
the systematic uncertainty induced by the unknown di↵er-
ential ionization rate of the various electron shells in xenon.
For comparison, we show experimental results (solid) from
XENON1T S2-only [11] (light blue), XENON1T Low-ER [47]
(cyan), SENSEI [53] (gold), and SuperCDMS [57] (orange),
alongside limits calculated (gray) in Ref. [39] using data from
XENON10 [12] (dashed) and XENON100 [16] (dotted). Also
shown are astrophysical constraints [58] (dark gray).

exclude new parameter space for dark photons in a nar-
row mass range.

c. Solar Dark Photon Finally, we consider the
case of dark photons originating in the Sun. The en-
ergy spectrum and flux of solar dark photons will di↵er
greatly from relic DM dark photons as discussed in Ap-
pendix A 2 c. The absorption rate of solar dark photons
in LXe is strongly a↵ected by their kinetic energy, which
may be orders of magnitude higher than the rest energy,
and the polarization, which is not isotropic, of the solar
dark photon. The 90% confidence upper limits for solar
dark photons is presented in Figure 16. Since the solar
dark photons may be produced with considerable kinetic
energy, the expected recoil spectrum is maximal in our
3-5 electron region. Due to our low background rate in
the 42-150PE (2-5 electrons) region, we are thus able to
probe new parameter space. As a result we improve over
the previous limits derived from XENON1T S2-only data
by almost an order of magnitude.

arxiv: 2112.12116

DM-e scattering via 
a heavy mediator

•Extended S2-only analysis down to a single electron


•BG = delayed electrons correlated in time and position with high-energy events 


•No complete BG models → Set upper limits by considering all the observed data are DM candidates


•New limits on several BSM models: ALPs, dark-photon, DM-e scattering



9XENON1T: Electronic Recoil Excess

Best-fit

Excess in (1,7) keV;  
 - 285 events expected 
 - (232±15) events expected 
⇒ 3.3σ fluctuation 

Unknown origin: tritium, solar axions, ALPs, dark 
photons, something else? 
 
⇒ XENONnT can probe the excess with better 
LXe purity and lower BG level (~10%)

Phys. Rev. D 102, 072004



10XENON1T: Neutrinoless Double Beta Decay
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FIG. 9. Example of an MS event waveform only rejected by
the post-unblinding cut. The primary S2 is indicated by the
blue hatched region, while the secondary S2 due to Compton
scattering is indicated in orange. The waveform of an SS event
should exhibit a single S2 peak such as the one indicated in
blue. Without the stricter cut this event was wrongly iden-
tified as SS. However, the SS energy was reconstructed only
from the main S2 and the energy information of the smaller
S2 after the main S2 was not considered. Accordingly, the
event was reconstructed at a lower energy than deposited in
the event.

FIG. 10. Comparison of the full energy spectrum with the
original cut set (orange) and after the addition of the stricter
MS cut (black).

of SS. We found an acceptance of (97±2)% and updated
the total cut acceptance accordingly.

Fig. 11 shows the fit of the combined signal and back-
ground model to the unblinded data after the addition of
the new MS cut with �

2
�/ndf = 392/318. Residuals below

2800 keV are symmetric around zero, while the model is
mostly above the data points at higher energies. The pa-
rameter pulls are indicated by the black bars in Fig. 8,
and the best-fit numbers of background events around
the Q-value are given in Tab. V. For the 238U and 232Th

FIG. 11. Final data (black) and background model fit
(red) between 1600 keV and 3200 keV with post-unblinding
changes.

chains, neither the trend nor the pulls are significantly
changed compared to the blinded fit.

Contrary to the expectation the rate of 60Co events
is pulled close to zero. The individual 60Co peaks are
present in the data outside of the fitting range and the
best-fit components of the other backgrounds do not
point to an overestimation of the acceptance for SS events
from the 238U and 232Th decay chains. This suggests that
the strong pull is a feature of the stricter multi-scatter
rejection. With its double MeV-� signature, 60Co is dif-
ferent from the other background peaks, which do not
feature secondary �-rays of equally high energies. In or-
der to detect the 2505.7 keV peak as an SS event, the
�-rays need to be emitted in the same direction and fully
absorbed within a few millimeters in x-y-z. This makes
an SS reconstruction of these events less likely than for
the other background sources. In the SS vs. MS classifi-
cation of MC events, only the z-separation of consecutive
energy depositions was considered. However, the MS se-
lection on data also uses the S2 hit pattern which is sen-
sitive to the x-y separation of multiple scatters. With the
stricter post-unblinding cut, most 60Co double-� events
were identified as MS and removed from the energy spec-
trum. Since this was not modeled in the MC, the back-
ground model fit results in zero 60Co events.

The tendency of the energy shift parameters is changed
in the unblinded fit since the previously remaining MS
events in the low-energy flanks of �-peaks biased the en-
ergy reconstruction. In the original fit, a stronger shift of
the spectrum towards lower energies was observed which
is not present after the removal of the events in the flanks.
The best-fit cut acceptance at the Q-value is 85%. This
is consistent with the acceptance-loss attributed to the
new MS cut.

•DM: S2 = 100 - 1000 PE <-> Qββ = 2457.83 keV (S2 ~1e6 PE) 


•Saturation correction using non-saturated nearby PMT channels.


•High-energy reconstruction resolution (σ/E): ~0.8% at Qββ 


•Best result from a DM detector without an enriched target
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Fig. 6 Top: Electronic recoil energy spectra of single-site (blue) and multi-site (red) events in the central 1t fiducial volume of XENON1T. SS
events with energies around Qbb are blinded for the search for 0nbb decay. The corresponding decaying isotope for the most visible peaks is
labelled with a dashed vertical line. The MS spectrum has a lower rate at low energies due to the fiducial volume selection. Middle: The measured
energy resolution for SS and MS events. The SS and MS resolutions as a function of energy are fit with a/

p
E +b and shown by the blue and red

lines, respectively, while the shaded regions cover 1-s statistical uncertainty of the fits. The extrapolated values for the SS are a = (31.3±0.7) and
b = (0.17±0.02). The resolution of XENON100 [20], LUX [21], PandaX-II [22] and EXO-200 [23] are also reported. Bottom: The relative energy
shift from the true values for SS and MS events.
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11XENONnT Experiment

Larger TPC

with 3x active volume

Gd-loaded water Cherenkov 
neutron veto (our contribution)

Rn distillation 
column

LXe purification

New ER and 
NR calibration 
systems

Upgraded DAQ 
with dedicated 

high-energy 
readout

~8 times less Rn level 
already achieved

Much better purity level 
achieved (less Tritium)

(our contribution)

See poster by Tuan Khai Bui!



12LXe Purification
Cu powder on ceramic ball

Non evaporable getter

Figure from SAES

•Direct liquid circulation with cryogenic pump


•Multiple filters


-High eff / high Rn (for fast purification)


-Mid eff / low Rn (for DM data taking)

arxiv:2205.07336

•Achieved x10 better purity than XENON1T (>10 msec)

GXe PUR. only 

LXe PUR, 5 msec in 5 days > 10 msec with low Rn filter



13Radon Distillation

•Design: 1μBq/kg 222Rn level (XENON1T: 13μBq/kg) 


•Constant removal of emanating Rn using difference in vapor pressure 
(Rn atom accumulates into LXe more than GXe)


•Reached equilibrium concentration of 1.7 μBq/kg by gas extraction only (~8 times less BG w.r.t. 1T)


•Additional factor 2 reduction is possible via liquid extraction

Xenon

Radon

arxiv: 2205.11492



14Neutron Veto

•Gd-Water Cherenkov detector (SuperK/EGADS technology)


•Neutrons are captured by Gd, then produce gammas with total energy of 8MeV


•Covering the entire detector wall with ePTFE with ~99% reflectivity 


•Can reconstruct 2.2 MeV gamma


•Tagging efficiency: 80-90% (simulation) with 0.5% Gd2(S04)3・8H20

3m

4.5 m

2.2 MeV 

4.4 MeV from AmBe 

See poster by Tuan Khai Bui!



15XENONnT Experiment: 83mKr Calibration

•Resolved peaks in S1-S2 space


•Photon detection efficiency ~ 0.17 PE/photon (1T: ~0.14 PE/ph)


•Energy resolution at 41.5 keV ~ 7.6 % (1T: 8 %) 

XENONnT & Machine Learning

15

83mKr events in XENONnT

83mKr events in XENONnT 
with new signal score

Merged:  
S1a from 32.1 keV + 

S1b from 9.4 keV

vs:

S1a from 32.1 keV

S1b from 9.4 keV

Separated: 

Aaron Higuera, The Mitchell Conference on Collider, Dark Matter, and Neutrino Physics 2022

2

I. 83mKR AS A CALIBRATION SOURCE

The LUX experiment searches for galactic dark mat-
ter particles scattering on target nuclei in a dual-phase
xenon time projection chamber (TPC). Energy deposi-
tions in the liquid Xe (LXe) produce observable signals
via prompt scintillation (S1) and ionization charge, where
liberated electrons drift upwards in an applied electric
field and generate a delayed electroluminescence signal
(S2) in the gaseous Xe (GXe). Light from both S1 and
S2 is detected by photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) situated
in two 61-PMT arrays above and below the 250 kg ac-
tive xenon mass (see Ref. [1] for more details on detector
design). The energy of an event may be inferred from
the amplitude of its S1 and S2 signals. Additionally, and
of vital importance in rejecting background events, the
3D position of an interaction may also be reconstructed.
From the S2 signal, the distribution of photons in the
top PMT array localizes the event in the xy-plane. The
z position is calculated from the ionization electron drift
time, i.e., the time interval separating the S1 and S2 sig-
nals.

LUX has made extensive use of 83mKr for calibration
purposes. The decay of 83mKr is illustrated in Figure 1.
The parent isotope 83Rb is a practical source of 83mKr
, due in part to its long half-life of 86.2 d. Once pro-
duced, the noble gas 83mKr may di↵use from the gener-
ator material into the detector volume, decaying to 83Kr
with a half-life of 1.83 h, and releasing a total energy
of 41.5 keV. The decay occurs in two transitions of 32.1
and 9.4 keV respectively, with an intervening half-life of
154 ns. These two transitions can each proceed according
to multiple decay channels as indicated in Figure 1, but
in summary 83mKr exhibits a high probability of inter-
nal conversion (IC) followed by Auger emission, resulting
in the high concentration of decay energy into electron
modes. Two lower-probability modes of photon (gamma
or x-ray) emission can occur, with a maximum photon
energy of 12 keV.

The first uses of 83mKr as a calibration source were
in ALEPH [2] and DELPHI [3], with subsequent deploy-
ments at STAR [4] and ALICE [5]. The IC and Auger
electrons have served individually as electron energy cal-
ibration lines in experiments measuring the tritium spec-
trum at its endpoint (Mainz [6], Triotsk [7], KATRIN [8],
Project 8 [9]). 83mKr is a natural choice for calibrating
liquid noble-element dark matter direct detection exper-
iments due to its inert nature and keV-scale decay en-
ergy, similar to the energy scales sensed by these experi-
ments. Initial demonstrations of 83mKr calibration in liq-
uid xenon, liquid argon, and liquid neon were performed
at Yale University [10–12]. The LXe response of 83mKr
has since been studied in detail, including [13] and [14].
It has been used as a calibration source for liquid argon
detectors by the SCENE collaboration [15, 16], and to
characterize a cryogenic distillation system [17].

In a liquid noble environment, the low-energy electrons
and photons released by the decay deposit their energy

83mKr

32.1 keV
(1.83 h)

9.4 keV
(154 ns)

76% 15% 9%

5%95%

30 keV IC

7.6 keV IC

18
keV
IC

18
keV
IC

12
keV

X-ray

10
keV
Aug.

9.4
keV

�

2 keV Auger

1.8 keV Auger

2 keV Auger
2 keV
2 keV

83Kr

83Rb
(86.2 d)

Decay Scheme

Somewhat novel presentation, copied from Carlos.
Keep meaning to compare these numbers between papers, make sure the literature is in consensus.

FIG. 1. Decay scheme of 83mKr . The width of each column
is proportional to the branching fraction of that decay mode,
the vertical divisions are proportional to energy partitioning
among internal conversion electrons (blue), Auger electrons
(yellow), x-rays (green), and gamma-rays (red). Numerical
values from Reference [3].

within O(10 µm) of the decay vertex. These separations
are much smaller than the spatial resolving power of the
LUX detector (O(1 mm) [18]) or the typical electron dif-
fusion distances during drift (also O(1 mm) [19]).

We describe here the first use of 83mKr to directly cali-
brate a dark matter experiment. This paper describes
the use of 83mKr during the first (2013) exposure of
the LUX experiment [20, 21]. The Darkside-50 [22] and
XENON1T [23] collaborations have reported similar cal-
ibrations.

II. 83mKR HARDWARE AND MIXING

Brookhaven National Laboratory produced the 83Rb
for LUX, via proton irradiation of a natRbCl target.
Additional Rb radioisotopes can be produced, but with
lower e�ciency and shorter half-lives (86Rb 18.7d, 84Rb
32.9d). The resulting 83Rb is stored in aqueous solu-
tion for distribution. After dilution to reduce the spe-
cific activity, a measured volume of the 83Rb solution is
deposited on several grams of activated coconut carbon
mediator (Calgon OVC 4x8). The carbon is baked at
⇠100� C for several hours under vacuum, to remove wa-
ter and any other volatiles. This charcoal mediator was
selected for its low radon emanation rate, previously mea-
sured to be 9.4 mBq/kg [24]. Previous studies have found
excellent binding of 83Rb to charcoal mediators [11].

The 83Rb-doped mediator is installed in the injection
plumbing, as illustrated in Figure 2. To prevent the
spreading of possible charcoal particulates, the 83Rb-
doped mediator is contained between two sets of par-
ticulate filtering, with pore size 15 µm and 0.5 µm. The
83mKr generator plumbing straddles a pressure di↵eren-
tial in the main LUX gaseous Xe (GXe) circulation path.
During injection this pressure di↵erential motivates flow

Phys. Rev. D 96, 112009 (2017)

Figure from A.Higuera

•Machine-learning based classification of S1/S2 signals established



16XENONnT Experiment: Calibration
241AmBe (neutron + gammas) 220Rn calibration

Science Data

XENONnT is taking science data!

212Pb
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• Improve existing WIMP limits by more than one order of magnitude with 20 tonne-year exposure


•Can reach some interesting SUSY parameter spaces (ex: pure-Wino LSP scenario)

Based on Phys. Rev. Lett. 127 (2021) 25180 
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18Neutrinoless Double Beta Decay
19XENONnT Projections

2

We present results on the search for double-electron capture (2⌫ECEC) of 124Xe and neutrinoless
double-� decay (0⌫��) of 136Xe in XENON1T. We consider captures from the K- up to the N-shell in
the 2⌫ECEC signal model and measure a total half-life of T 2⌫ECEC

1/2 = (1.1±0.2stat±0.1sys)⇥1022 yr
with a 0.87 kg ⇥ yr isotope exposure. The statistical significance of the signal is 7.0�. We use
XENON1T data with 36.16 kg ⇥ yr of 136Xe exposure to search for 0⌫��. We find no evidence of
a signal and set a lower limit on the half-life of T 0⌫��

1/2 > 1.2⇥ 1024 yr at 90% CL. This is the best
result from a dark matter detector without an enriched target to date. We also report projections
on the sensitivity of XENONnT to 0⌫��. Assuming a 285 kg ⇥ yr 136Xe exposure, the expected
sensitivity is T 0⌫��

1/2 > 2.1⇥ 1025 yr at 90% CL, corresponding to an e↵ective Majorana mass range

of hm��i < (0.19� 0.59) eV/c2.

Keywords: Xenon, Neutrino, Double Beta, Dark Matter

I. INTRODUCTION

The XENON collaboration acquired science data with
the XENON1T experiment at the INFN Laboratori
Nazionali del Gran Sasso (LNGS) in Italy from Novem-
ber 2016 until December 2018. Its primary goal was the
search for interactions between xenon nuclei and dark
matter (DM) in the form of weakly interacting mas-
sive particles (WIMPs) [1, 2]. In addition to these nu-
clear recoils, the detector was also sensitive to other rare
processes that could be measured as energy depositions
on atomic electrons in xenon, electronic recoils (ER).
In particular, the collaboration reported the first direct
observation of the two-neutrino double-electron capture
(2⌫ECEC) in 124Xe with 4.4� significance [3]. The low
background rate of the experiment and its good energy
reconstruction and resolution up to the MeV region [4]
also allow for the search for the neutrinoless double-
� decay (0⌫��) of 136Xe. This potential will be ex-
tended with XENONnT, the latest experiment within
the XENON program, owing to its approximately three
times larger active xenon mass and six times smaller
background rates [5].

The yet unobserved 0⌫�� is a nuclear transition pre-
dicted by extensions of the Standard Model (SM). Two
neutrino double-� decay (2⌫��) is allowed in the SM
and has been observed in 136Xe making it a candidate
isotope to search for a 0⌫�� peak at the Q-value of
Q�� = (2457.83 ± 0.37) keV [6, 7]. The currently best
lower limit on the 136Xe 0⌫�� half-life, T

0⌫
1/2 is set by
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KamLAND-Zen, T 0⌫��
1/2 > 2.3⇥ 1026 yr [8] at 90% confi-

dence level (CL).
A detection of 0⌫�� or neutrinoless double-electron

capture (0⌫ECEC) would demonstrate the violation of
total lepton number and prove the hypothesized Majo-
rana nature of neutrinos. Under the assumption of light
Majorana neutrino exchange, the half-life is related to
the e↵ective Majorana mass, hm��i, by [9]

hm��i
2 =

m
2
e

G0⌫ |M0⌫|
2
T 0⌫
1/2

. (1)

Here, G0⌫ is the phase-space factor, M0⌫ is the nu-
clear matrix element (NME), and me is the electron
mass. Since hm��i can contain phase cancellations from
the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata (PMNS) matrix,
it is sensitive to the neutrino mass hierarchy [10, 11].
While the phase-space factor can be calculated with rel-
ative precision, theoretical uncertainties are associated
with the choice of the NME. The central values of the
most extreme 136Xe NMEs presented in [12] range from
M0⌫ = 1.550–4.773 [13, 14] and are considered when in-
terpreting 0⌫�� decay limits in this work. This illus-
trates that M0⌫ is a major source of uncertainty on
hm��i. Although there is no direct correspondence be-
tween the neutrinoless and two-neutrino NMEs, the mea-
sured half-lives of two-neutrino decays such as 2⌫ECEC
can be used as a benchmark for di↵erent NME calcula-
tion approaches [12].
In this work, we perform 2⌫ECEC and 0⌫�� peak

searches in the measured ER energy spectrum of
XENON1T and assess XENONnT’s sensitivity to 0⌫��
of 136Xe using simulated data. The paper is organized
as follows. Sec. II A and Sec. II B give an overview
of the XENON1T detector and the XENONnT detec-
tor, respectively. Sec. II C highlights the background
components relevant for the 2⌫ECEC and 0⌫�� decay
searches and their constraints for background simula-
tions. Sec. IID details the fitting method which is em-
ployed to derive results. Sec. III summarizes an updated
search for 2⌫ECEC in 124Xe following an extension of
the signal model to include captures from higher elec-
tron orbitals and using a larger exposure compared to the
previous analysis [3]. Sec. IV reports on a 136Xe 0⌫��
decay search in XENON1T. Sensitivity projections for
the XENONnT experiment are discussed in Sec. V. A

mββ < 0.19 − 0.59 eV/c2

• Not competitive with dedicated experiments due to non-

enriched target and background optimization for keV energies. 

• Result demonstrates feasibility in future xenon DM experiments. 
•Not competitive with dedicated experiments due to non-enriched target and BG optimization 
for keV energies. 


•Results demonstrate feasibility in future xenon DM experiments such as DARWIN

18Sensitivity in XENONnT with MC
• Same analysis region and method as in 

XENON1T. 

• 91.0 % single-site efficiency for 0νββ signals. 

• 1124 kg fiducial volume optimal. 

• Consider measured XENONnT contamination 

values for detector and new neutron veto. 

• Also consider radiogenic and cosmogenic 137Xe 

as well as 8B solar neutrinos scattering on atomic 

electrons due to overall lower background. 

• Sensitivity at 90 % CL:

18

FIG. 13. Expected median sensitivity for the lower limit on
the half-life of 136Xe 0⌫�� decay for XENONnT derived from
Asimov data [29] with its 1� statistical uncertainty. The pro-
jected sensitivity and the observed results from XENON1T,
KamLAND-Zen [8] and EXO-200 [52] are shown as solid and
dashed lines, respectively.

C. Results

For a live time of 1000 days, we obtain a median lower
limit of

T
0⌫��
1/2 > 2.1⇥ 1025 yr at 90% CL. (16)

This is below the expected sensitivities and the observed
lower limits from KamLAND-Zen and EXO-200 [8, 52]
due to the large background contribution from detec-
tor materials and the low 136Xe abundance. Other LXe
TPCs such as LZ [59] or DARWIN [73] are expected to
be more sensitive due to a lower background level and
larger FV mass, respectively.

From the derived lower limit of the half-life, we com-
puted the e↵ective Majorana neutrino mass hm��i with
the relation reported in Eq. (1). We used the same as-
sumptions regarding the NME and the phase-space factor
as laid out in Sec. IVD. We summarize our findings in
Fig. 14, where the green band indicates the range of the
e↵ective Majorana neutrino masses for our XENONnT
half-life sensitivity. The masses range from 0.19 eV/c2

to 0.59 eV/c2 depending on the NME. While XENONnT
is not yet competitive with dedicated experiments, this
study shows that future xenon DM detectors can be
competitive with optimized high-energy backgrounds and
larger exposures.

VI. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In this paper, we reported on searches for double
weak decays of 124Xe and 136Xe with XENON1T. The
search for 2⌫ECEC decay included a larger sample of
data and an improved signal model compared to our
previous result [3]. We detect 2⌫ECEC in 124Xe with

FIG. 14. E↵ective Majorana neutrino mass hm��i for
XENONnT projection after 1000 days (violet), XENON1T
(blue), and neutrino mass ordering depending on the mass of
the lightest neutrino mlightest. The current best experimental
limits for di↵erent double-� candidate isotopes are shown in
the right panel [9]. The value for 136Xe is taken from [8].

T
2⌫ECEC
1/2 = (1.1± 0.2stat ± 0.1sys)⇥ 1022 yr at a signifi-

cance of 7.0�. The half-life of this decay is the longest
measured directly to date.
The search for 0⌫�� of 136Xe is compatible with the

background-only hypothesis with an exclusion limit of
T

0⌫��
1/2 > 1.2 ⇥ 1024 yr at 90% CL. Due to a larger

active mass and expected lower background rate, the
XENONnT experiment will improve this result. With
a live time of 1000 days, we expect a median lower limit
of T 0⌫��

1/2 > 2.1 ⇥ 1025 yr at 90% CL. While this is not
competitive to dedicated searches, it demonstrates the
feasibility of more sensitive searches in future xenon DM
detectors.
The study of double-weak processes in LXe TPCs is

not restricted to the two analyses discussed in this work
and can be extended to a plethora of rare decays, such
as the search for the 2⌫�� decay of 136Xe to the 0+1 ex-
cited state of 136Ba [74], the 2⌫�� and 0⌫�� decay of
134Xe [75] or the neutrinoless second-order weak decays
of 124Xe [51]. Furthermore, a precise measurement of
the 2⌫�� energy spectrum o↵ers the possibility of exper-
imentally testing the underlying nuclear models [76, 77],
but also to probe new physics beyond the SM [78–80].
The XENON project provides a broad science program
ranging from DM searches to neutrino physics and prop-
erties of xenon, covering several orders of magnitude in
energy.
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19Low-Energy ER Excess

•~ 8 times less Rn BG already achieved using Rn-distillation (13μBg/kg@1T → 1.7μBg/kg@nT)


•Shape differences between tritium and solar axion enables to distinguish both models with    
a few months of data. 


• If no signals, XENONnT can improve the limits for solar-axion, ALPS, dark-photon, etc

From LZ,  Phys.Rev.D 104 092009



20Summary

instagram.com/xenon_experiment

twitter.com/xenonexperiment

www.xenonexperiment.org 

- XENON1T has set the strongest upper limit for WIMPs between 0.1 - 
1000 GeV


- Dedicated S2-only/Single-electron analysis has been performed for low 
mass DM searches


- XENON1T observed an unexpected excess of low-energy ERs of 
unknown origin, which will be confirmed or excluded with the XENONnT


- XENONnT will improve on XENON1T with ~10% BG and 20 times more 
exposure.


- XENONnT is now taking science data. Please stay tuned!

Credit: Henning Schulze Eißing

http://instagram.com/xenon_experiment
https://www.instagram.com/xenon_experiment/
http://twitter.com/xenonexperiment
http://twitter.com/xenonexperiment
http://www.xenonexperiment.org/
http://www.xenonexperiment.org/
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22XENON1T: Single-Electron Analysis
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FIG. 14. The 90% confidence level upper limits on electric
dipole (top), anapole (middle), and magnetic dipole (bottom)
interactions (dark blue) as function of DM mass m�. For
comparison, we show limits calculated (gray) in Ref. [55] using
data from XENON10 [12] (dashed), XENON1T S2-only [11]
(dot-dashed) and DarkSide-50 [56] (dotted).

We report our limits assuming that ionized electrons are
always produced from the lowest electron shell for which
the mass of the DM particle exceeds the binding energy
of that specific shell. This approach is more conservative
than that adopted in Ref. [39], where the ionized electron
is assumed to always originate from the outer most 5p
electron shell. A complete analysis would require a care-
ful treatment of the di↵erential ionization rate for each
shell. In order to compare directly to previous results,
and to provide an estimate of the systematic uncertainty
stemming from the unknown di↵erential ionization rate,
we also report our limit calculated under the less con-
servative assumption used in Ref. [39], where the uncer-
tainty between the two assumptions is covered as a blue
shaded region in Figure 15. Additionally limits from di-
rect experimental results are shown in solid lines, and
calculated limits in gray lines. In both cases, we probe
lower mass ranges than previous XENON1T results, and

FIG. 15. The 90% confidence level upper limits on bosonic
DM (dark blue) via dark photons (top) and ALPs (bottom),
as function of DM mass mA. The blue shaded band indicates
the systematic uncertainty induced by the unknown di↵er-
ential ionization rate of the various electron shells in xenon.
For comparison, we show experimental results (solid) from
XENON1T S2-only [11] (light blue), XENON1T Low-ER [47]
(cyan), SENSEI [53] (gold), and SuperCDMS [57] (orange),
alongside limits calculated (gray) in Ref. [39] using data from
XENON10 [12] (dashed) and XENON100 [16] (dotted). Also
shown are astrophysical constraints [58] (dark gray).

exclude new parameter space for dark photons in a nar-
row mass range.

c. Solar Dark Photon Finally, we consider the
case of dark photons originating in the Sun. The en-
ergy spectrum and flux of solar dark photons will di↵er
greatly from relic DM dark photons as discussed in Ap-
pendix A 2 c. The absorption rate of solar dark photons
in LXe is strongly a↵ected by their kinetic energy, which
may be orders of magnitude higher than the rest energy,
and the polarization, which is not isotropic, of the solar
dark photon. The 90% confidence upper limits for solar
dark photons is presented in Figure 16. Since the solar
dark photons may be produced with considerable kinetic
energy, the expected recoil spectrum is maximal in our
3-5 electron region. Due to our low background rate in
the 42-150PE (2-5 electrons) region, we are thus able to
probe new parameter space. As a result we improve over
the previous limits derived from XENON1T S2-only data
by almost an order of magnitude.

arxiv: 2112.12116

•Assuming ionized electrons are always produced from the 
lowest electron shell for which the mass of the DM particle 
exceeds the binding energy of that specific shell. 


•unknown differential ionization rate of the various electron 
shells in xenon. 


• the uncertainty between the two assumptions is covered as 
a blue shaded region
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• Science data blinded 

between 2300 and 2600 keV. 

• 90.3 % of hypothetical 0νββ 

signals recorded as single-

site events. 

• Events with a single S1 + S2 

pair in a 741 kg fiducial 

volume with optimal signal to 

background ratio. 

• Sensitivity at 90 % CL:

Detector material γ-rays.

Merged γ + β signal from 
214Bi decay inside the 
active volume suppressed 
by 214BiPo coincidence.

Decay of 214Bi outside the active volume 
leads to additional γ-ray background.

2νββ of 136Xe 
subdominant.
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FIG. 8. Parameter pulls of the fit for the blinded (yellow) and
unblinded data (black) in units of the constraint uncertainties
�. The parameters describing the 0⌫�� peak, µ0⌫�� and
�0⌫��, are only present in the fit to the unblinded data.

rameters, �E slope and �E o↵set. The energies of the
simulated events EMC were then allowed to move as

Efit = EMC +�E, (12)

where �E was parametrized as

�E = (1.5± 0.2)⇥ 10�3

| {z }
�E slope

⇥EMC �(4.4± 0.3)| {z }
�E o↵set

keV, (13)

with constrained parameters for slope and o↵set.
Fig. 7 shows the fit to the blinded data, which is

well described with �
2
�/ndf = 311/259. In the high-

statistics region below 2800 keV, the residuals are sym-
metric and centered around zero with a standard devi-
ation of �res = 1.05. In the low-statistics region above
2800 keV, the fit lies mostly above the measured data
leading to negative residuals and an asymmetric distribu-
tion, as the fit function can only predict rates larger than
or equal to zero. The parameter pulls are shown in Fig. 8.
None of the pulls for the blinded fit exceeds 2� and the
sum of the squared pulls is 4.6. The pull on 60Co is close
to zero since its double-� peak is located in the blinded
region. Due to the degeneracy with the 226Ra spectrum
and its small background contribution, the 214Bi compo-
nent in the LXe shell outside of the TPC is less sensitive
to the data than to its constraint and is not pulled away
from the expected value. The parameters for the ura-
nium and thorium chains are within the expected range.
No notable pulls on the systematic uncertainty param-
eters are observed. The acceptance parameter prefers a
value close to the lower bound.

In order to compute the sensitivity, a 0⌫�� signal
was added to the background model as a Gaussian peak.
Its mean µ0⌫�� = (2457.8± 0.4) keV is given by the Q-
value [6, 7], the standard deviation �0⌫�� = (19.7 ±

0.3) keV is given by the energy resolution. The SS frac-
tion ✏SS = 90.3% of signal events was determined with
MC simulations. Initial momenta for 106 electron pairs
were generated with DECAY0 [26], their tracks were
propagated with Geant4 and clustered based on the z-
separation of subsequent energy depositions.
The expected sensitivity for setting a lower limit on

the 0⌫�� half-life T
0⌫��
1/2 of 136Xe was determined using

toy-MC simulations as outlined in Sec. IID. We derive
a median upper limit on the decay rate with A0⌫�� <

144 t�1yr�1 at 90% CL. Using Eq. (4), the expected
sensitivity on the blinded data is

T
0⌫��
1/2, expected > 1.7⇥ 1024 yr at 90% CL. (14)

D. Post-unblinding changes and final results

After unblinding the events in the 0⌫�� ROI, an un-
expected excess of events was observed around 2550 keV,
well above the Q-value. This excess increased over time
and was localized at the edges of the active volume. This
indicated that an external background source progres-
sively leaked into the selected data. Our investigation
pointed to a class of MS events that were not rejected by
the previously defined cuts, but that were misidentified
as SS events. These events had a secondary S2 signal
which was smaller than and temporally close to the main
S2, and likely caused by multiple Compton scatters of
a single �-ray. As the secondary S2 contained a part of
the total deposited energy, the misidentified population
was reconstructed at a lower energy with respect to the
�-peak. The e↵ect was present for all peaks in the ROI,
but only the 208Tl peak with its rising edge in the blinded
region was large and isolated enough to significantly af-
fect the 0⌫�� search.
The time-dependence of the e↵ect is assumed to orig-

inate from increased PMT afterpulsing rates over time:
MS events were identified based on the peak area and the
top PMT hit pattern of the second largest S2 signal that
was found in an event. PMT afterpulses that occurred
in coincidence with the S2 altered the hit pattern as well
as the signal size. Although the original MS classifica-
tion accounted for the growth of afterpulsing with time,
a stricter cut was needed to remove pathological wave-
forms such as the one shown in Fig. 9. A post-unblinding
cut was introduced, based on the peak area of the sec-
ondary S2 and its top PMT array hit pattern. The e↵ect
of the cut is shown in Fig. 10.
The acceptance of the new cut was determined by

comparing the number of events contained in the 208Tl
peak and multiple 214Bi peaks outside of the previously
blinded region before and after the new cut. MS events
had a smaller reconstructed energy in the main S2 signal,
as part of the energy was deposited in the subsequent S2
peaks. Thus, the centers of the �-lines – especially of
208Tl as the highest energy line – provided pure samples



24XENONnT Experiment: Calibration
220Rn calibration

Along the beta decay of 212Pb, gamma ray with energy of 238 keV are likely to be accompanied with 
a branching ratio of 83%.



25 Unexpected Background? Tritium?

-Production by cosmogenic activation of Xenon: not-likely

-Atmospheric abundance in Materials: cannot exclude because no direct constraint on H2 outgassing 

-half-life = 12.3 y, ~constant in our dataset 

- from fit: less than 3 tritium atoms per kg of Xe (3H: Xe concentration =                                         )

Q value:18.6 keV

we can neither confirm nor exclude the Tritium hypothesis at this point: need XENONnT! 


Tritium favored over background-only at 3.2σ

6.2± 2.0⇥ 10�25 mol/mol
<latexit sha1_base64="z/agMrUFvletRlZfEaWopBwFzAU=">AAACFXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK40HFmfC6LblxWsA/ojCWTZtrQZDIkGaEM9SPc+CtuXCjiVnDn35g+Ftp64MLhnHu5954wYVRpx/m2cnPzC4tL+eXCyura+kZxc6umRCoxqWLBhGyESBFGY1LVVDPSSCRBPGSkHvauhn79nkhFRXyr+wkJOOrENKIYaSO1igdntgf9hEPPdqCvKScKus5dduidDh58jnRX8owLdmRq0CqWHNsZAc4Sd0JKYIJKq/jltwVOOYk1ZkippuskOsiQ1BQzMij4qSIJwj3UIU1DY2TWB9noqwHcM0obRkKaijUcqb8nMsSV6vPQdA7vVNPeUPzPa6Y6uggyGiepJjEeL4pSBrWAw4hgm0qCNesbgrCk5laIu0girE2QBROCO/3yLKl5tntsezcnpfLlJI482AG7YB+44ByUwTWogCrA4BE8g1fwZj1ZL9a79TFuzVmTmW3wB9bnD18unSk=</latexit>



26Testing Tritium Hypothesis

Tritium favored over 
background-only at 3.2σ

fewer than 3 tritium atoms per 
kg of xenon!

3H half-life 12.3 years (too long to observe in SR1)

Best-fit tritium rate: 

159± 51 events/(t · y · keV)
<latexit sha1_base64="lHUFcGQmaWarBmnvrJrLjDz+8rM=">AAACInicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWIS6qTPVou6KblxWsK3QKSWT3mpoMjMkd4Qy1F9x46+4caGoK8GPMX0Iaj0QcnLuI/eeIJbCoOt+ODOzc/MLi5ml7PLK6tp6bmOzbqJEc6jxSEb6KmAGpAihhgIlXMUamAokNILe2TDeuAVtRBReYj+GlmLXoegKztBK7dyJVz6hfqxo2bvzFcMbrVK4hRDNYP/7XUCfdyKkfTq+e1DfG9B2Lu8W3RHoNPEmJE8mqLZzb34n4omyzblkxjQ9N8ZWyjQKLmGQ9RMDMeM9dg1NS0OmwLTS0YoDumuVDu1G2p4Q6Uj9WZEyZUxfBTZzOLX5GxuK/8WaCXaPW6kI4wQh5OOPuomkGNGhX7QjNHCUfUsY18LOSvkN04yjdTVrTfD+rjxN6qWid1AsXRzmK6cTOzJkm+yQAvHIEamQc1IlNcLJPXkkz+TFeXCenFfnfZw640xqtsgvOJ9f9PmjUw==</latexit>

6.2± 2.0⇥ 10�25 mol/mol
<latexit sha1_base64="z/agMrUFvletRlZfEaWopBwFzAU=">AAACFXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK40HFmfC6LblxWsA/ojCWTZtrQZDIkGaEM9SPc+CtuXCjiVnDn35g+Ftp64MLhnHu5954wYVRpx/m2cnPzC4tL+eXCyura+kZxc6umRCoxqWLBhGyESBFGY1LVVDPSSCRBPGSkHvauhn79nkhFRXyr+wkJOOrENKIYaSO1igdntgf9hEPPdqCvKScKus5dduidDh58jnRX8owLdmRq0CqWHNsZAc4Sd0JKYIJKq/jltwVOOYk1ZkippuskOsiQ1BQzMij4qSIJwj3UIU1DY2TWB9noqwHcM0obRkKaijUcqb8nMsSV6vPQdA7vVNPeUPzPa6Y6uggyGiepJjEeL4pSBrWAw4hgm0qCNesbgrCk5laIu0girE2QBROCO/3yLKl5tntsezcnpfLlJI482AG7YB+44ByUwTWogCrA4BE8g1fwZj1ZL9a79TFuzVmTmW3wB9bnD18unSk=</latexit>

3H:Xe concentration:



271. Cosmic Activation of Xenon

(note: tritium from activation
While underground is negligible.)

Cosmogenic activation 
of xenon: ~32 tritium 
atoms/kg/day (Zhang, 

2016)

HTO prediction
SR1 best-fit tritium 

1 ppm water in bottles  
implies tritium forms 
predominately HTO.

From purification and handling, this 
component seems unlikely.

Efficient removal (99.99%) 
in purification system (SAES 

getter with hydrogen 
removal unit)

Tritiated water (HTO)

Expected concentration more than 100x 
smaller than measured 



282. Atmospheric Abundance in Materials
What about T emanating from materials in equilibrium with removal?

HTO:H2O concentration*  5�10⇥ 10�18 mol/mol
<latexit sha1_base64="mG4x1FgX0WCdtIyyYrv8Fm9zEmk=">AAACF3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAhuGpOq2GXRjcsK9gFNLJPptB06k4SZiVBC/Ao3/oobF4q41Z1/46SNoK0HLhzOuZd77/EjRqWy7S9jYXFpeWW1sFZc39jc2jZ3dpsyjAUmDRyyULR9JAmjAWkoqhhpR4Ig7jPS8keXmd+6I0LSMLhR44h4HA0C2qcYKS11TevM5UgNBU/KqWNDV1FOJHTs26TsVNP7H5OH7FhX2jVLtmVPAOeJk5MSyFHvmp9uL8QxJ4HCDEnZcexIeQkSimJG0qIbSxIhPEID0tE0QHq9l0z+SuGhVnqwHwpdgYIT9fdEgriUY+7rzuxOOetl4n9eJ1b9qpfQIIoVCfB0UT9mUIUwCwn2qCBYsbEmCAuqb4V4iATCSkdZ1CE4sy/Pk2bFck6syvVpqXaRx1EA++AAHAEHnIMauAJ10AAYPIAn8AJejUfj2Xgz3qetC0Y+swf+wPj4BgjEn0A=</latexit>

Required (H2O + H2):Xe 
concentration to explain  

60—120 ppb

*Hydrology measurements from IAEA nuclear database

Tritiated molecules can emanate into LXe target from water and hydrogen in 
detector materials in the form of HTO and tritiated hydrogen (HT).   
emanation in equilibrium with removal.  

 But…
O2 in XENON1T: <1ppb, otherwise 
can not drift electrons

H2 ~100 ppb? -> ~100x higher than 
O2 possible?

H2O in XENON1T: O(1) ppb, 
otherwise can not detect light

H2O
H2

HT:H2 concentration  Assuming same concentration as for H20 



29Summary of Tritium Hypothesis

We can neither confirm nor exclude the presence of tritium.

‣ We consider it a hypothesis, but don’t include it in the background 
model. 

‣ Report additional results (but not constraints on signal parameters) with 
tritium included as a background component. 

Many unknowns about tritium in a cryogenic LXe environment

• Radiochemistry, particularly isotopic exchange (formation of other molecules?) 
• Diffusion properties of tritiated molecules 
• Desorption and emanation 
• For HT, no direct measure of either abundance or H2 concentration.


